Appendix A
Public Comments

Appendix A – Public Comments
This appendix includes the comments received on the 2003 and 2006 Destination Tomorrow
Plan. Comments were received starting in 2000 with the onset of the Plan’s development and
ending with the last public comment period in June 2006. Comments were received from the
general public, municipalities and from various agencies. The appendix is divided into four
parts.
1. Dates and locations of presentations made and public forums held for the Plan.
2. Summary of the comments received.
3. Paraphrasing of individual comments.
4. Breakout session summary from regional transportation forum October 2005.
5. Letters of comment received.
6. Plan Summary (2003) document and nine Issue Papers (2003).
Part 1 – Presentations and Public Forums































February 26, 2003 – Bayside Development Committee presentation at Portland City Hall
February 19, 2003 – Senator Collins presentation
February 10, 2003 – Portland City Council presentation
January 28, 2003 – Public forum, Portland Public Library
January 27, 2003 – Falmouth Town Council presentation
January 24, 2003 – Maine Turnpike Authority Board presentation
January 22, 2003 – Portland Peninsular Transit Committee presentation
January 21, 2003 – Public forum, Barron Center, Portland
January 16, 2003 – City Affairs Committee, Portland Chamber of Commerce
January 13, 2003 – Cumberland County Commissioners presentation
January 7, 2003 – Cape Elizabeth Planning Board presentation
January 6, 2003 – Congressman Allen presentation
December 20, 2002 – Casco Bay Island Transit District presentation
December 17, 2002 – Joint workshop of the Gorham and Scarborough Town Councils
December 12, 2002 – Public forum at Scarborough Town Hall
December 11, 2002 – Joint workshop of the South Portland and Cape Elizabeth Councils
December 9, 2002 – Westbrook City Council presentation
November 27, 2002 – Regional Affairs Committee of the Greater Portland Chamber of
Commerce presentation
November 20, 2002 – GPCOG Executive Committee presentation
November 14, 2002 – MEREDA presentation
March 7, 2001 – Greater Portland COG Transit Forum
March 8, 2001 – Public forum, Barron Center, Portland
December 13, 2000 – Scarborough Town Council presentation
December 11, 2000 – Portland City Council presentation
December 5, 2000 – Gorham Town Council presentation
December 1, 2000 – Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce
November 30, 2000 – Barron Center, Portland
November 29, 2000 – Scarborough Town Hall
November 27, 2000 – South Portland City Council
November 21, 2000 – Falmouth Town Council
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November 20, 2000 – Westbrook City Council
November 17, 2000 – Casco Bay Island Transit District
November 16, 2000 – Portland Chamber of Commerce, City Affairs Committee
November 2003 – Saco City Hall – Regional Public Forum
November 2003 – Cumberland Town Hall – Transportation and Land Use Public Forum
December 2003 – Yarmouth Town Hall – Regional Public Forum
December 2003 – Windham Town Hall – Regional Public Forum
February 2004 – Cumberland Planning Board – Presentation and Work Shop
March 2005 – Scarborough Town Hall – Regional Transportation Open House
March 2005 – Public Hearing – PACTS Office, Portland
November 2005 – Public Hearing – PACTS Office, Portland
November 2005 – Falmouth Town Hall – Transportation and Land Use Forum
November 2005 – Scarborough Town Hall – Regional Public Forum
November 2005 – Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce – Presentation
April 2006 – Public Hearing – PACTS Office, Portland

Part 2 – Summary of Comments Received
During the development of the Plan, 143 comments from approximately 75 individuals,
municipalities or agencies. The comments were broadly grouped in several categories to
facilitate understanding the tenor of the comments. Part 3 contains a paraphrasing of each of the
143 comments.
Comment Category and Number of Comments Received
Category
# Comments
Category
Roads
21
Process
East-west travel
13
Parking
Rail (passenger and freight)
7
Turnpike toll barrier
Passenger (public) transportation 43
Bicycles and pedestrians
Planning
8
Other
Land use
12

# Comments
9
5
3
4
18

Roads
Twenty-one comments generally related to roads were received. Six comments dealt with the
problem of congestion; two of which suggested options to alleviate the problem. Two comments
dealt with safety; one that suggested an option to improve safety. Two people expressed the
need for greater access to the Interstate Highways. Five comments were expressed towards new
roads: two supported a specific new road (including one for the South Portland Gorham toll-road
concept); one stated a belief that “developing transit is a poor excuse for not building roads that
should have been built 40 years ago;” one opposed new roads in general; and one advocated
keeping all options for I-295 open. Two individuals expressed the need for greater connectivity
between roads. One individual suggested using PACTS funds as one means of encouraging
neighborhood street design that promotes interconnections for local traffic but that discourages
cut-through traffic. Lastly, there were several general road comments.
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East-West Travel
Seven comments expressed support for new east-west roads; four of these were specific to a
Gorham Bypass. (Another comment that is listed in the “roads section” liked the concept of a
toll road between South Portland and Gorham.) Only one comment of opposition to new eastwest roads was expressed.
Two comments expressed frustration over the length of time that it is taking for new east-west
connections; one comment questioned the need for two Gorham bypasses and one comment dealt
with the poor condition of east-west travel. Lastly, one comment expressed a concern over
whether PACTS stance on the South Portland to Gorham toll road concept was in keeping with
the requirements of the STPA.
Passenger Rail and Freight Rail
Seven comments were received on passenger or freight rail. Two pointed out the importance of
rail to the region as a whole; a third urged the Plan to promote more rail from the south; the
fourth described the Plan’s recommendations for passenger and freight rail as appropriate. One
individual expressed skepticism over Maine’s ability to justify extended passenger rail north of
Portland, while another expressed interest in continued planning for such an extension.
Passenger (Public) Transportation
We received 43 transit-related comments, the largest number of comments in one category.
Eighteen of these comments advocated for greater reliance on passenger transportation. These
comments included a need for increased funding, increased service frequency and expansion of
service areas, and a belief that the Plan was weak on the topic of passenger transportation. Nine
comments expressed a belief that expansion of the passenger transportation system was either
not warranted or that the Plan’s passenger transportation recommendations were appropriate.
Seven individuals felt that a consolidation of the transit operators was needed. The last seven
comments covered future planning, safety and signage.
Comments in support of increased reliance on passenger transportation.
 Five stated a belief that more funding was needed for passenger transportation.
 Six advocated for increased service areas and/or more frequent service.
 Three felt the Plan was either weak on transit or neglected the issue.
 Two advocated meeting much of future transportation demand with transit alternatives.
 One said there was a need for greater east-west transit.
 One suggested bringing back the trolleys.
Comments generally in support of maintaining the status quo
 Two liked the transit recommendations contained in the Plan.
 Seven expressed their belief that expanding the passenger transportation system was not
warranted; five of these comments were directed to passenger transportation in suburban
towns.
Comments in support of consolidation of transit agencies
 Seven suggested that a consolidation occur between the transit agencies; these suggestions
ranged from two or three operators consolidating to a region-wide consolidation.
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Comments on future planning, safety and signage
 Two stated a need for a “detailed and specific public transit plan.”
 One advocated for carefully weighing the costs of passenger transportation against those of
other options.
 One suggested the need to forecast future transportation system demand if a “strong public
transit system” were developed.
 One stated a need for more signage and shelter at bus stops.
 One stated the danger of having to catch a bus on Brighton Avenue due to heavy traffic
 One suggested a test of the viability of smaller buses to replace larger buses.
Planning
Two of the eight planning-related comments were regional in nature: one suggested, “direct
regional control;” the other said to be “fully mindful of” transportation systems from Brunswick
south to the Maine New Hampshire border. A longer-term focus was suggested, as was one that
was proactive in addition to being reactive. One person thought that the Plan essentially ignored
the roadway system in the City of Portland, while another comment thought that the Plan
demonstrates an appropriate balance between improving mobility and service within the region.
A suggestion for a Great American Neighborhood in Cumberland was made.
Lastly, one comment detailed a dilemma currently facing transportation planning in southern
Maine and other regions with a relatively modest population base and a roadway system that is
near capacity in many places. The population base acts as a constraint to the development of
public transportation systems, while at the same time, actions to relieve pressure on the roadway
system may actually increase traffic and congestion and increase the constraint to developing
public transportation.
Land Use
Nine of the twelve comments related to land use were generally supportive of initiatives
recommended by Destination Tomorrow that support sensible, increased density of development
or a greater alignment between transportation investments and land use policies. One of these
comments recommended the use of targeted investment strategies to help in the coordination of
land use planning decisions and transportation investments. Another recommended providing
advice and technical assistance to communities for the designation of growth areas with respect
to arterials and major collectors. A third recommended that master plans for areas should
include recommendations for land use and the siting of facilities and development, particularly
with respect to the existing roadway system. A fourth comment expressed interest in
Destination Tomorrow addressing the transportation land use link more assertively.
One comment was opposed to policies that promoted denser development. Another comment
pointed out the negative impact that highly traveled residential streets are having on
neighborhood character and livability.
Process
Nine process-related comments were received. One stakeholder group – the Independent Transit
Network (ITN) – believes they should be included in the Plan. Greater boldness in the Plan’s
proposals was suggested, as was prioritization of the Plan’s 84 strategies.
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One person wondered why there wasn’t greater coordination between the Plan and the Peninsula
Traffic Study, as they are both being done by the same consultant, Wilbur Smith Associates, and
why there were no PACTS committee members present at the public forum. It was suggested
that the Plan be presented to municipal planning boards. Lastly, there was support and
appreciation expressed to PACTS for the Plan.
Parking
Five parking comments were received. Four of these pointed out the extent of the “parking
problem,” with two making suggestions for reducing the magnitude of the problem. The fifth
comment was a general comment in support of park-n-ride lots.
Turnpike Toll Barrier
Three comments were offered on the concept of a toll barrier on the Turnpike. Two liked the
concept of a “toll-free” zone, while the third opined that a toll barrier would be bad for the Town
of Scarborough.
Bicycles and Pedestrians
Four comments promoting greater enhancements for bicyclists and/or pedestrians were received.
Other
Two comments were made regarding issues of safety and accessibility for pedestrians crossing
roads and for the elderly who no longer drive, respectively. One person suggested the
development of a multi-town school bus system. Two comments of environmental concerns
were made: transportation air emissions as the primary source of air impacts and non-point
source pollution from road run-off. Two sprawl-related comments were made: one said that the
Plan promoted sprawl; the other said that sprawl is a political word that ought not be used. Other
comments included: travel speeds on I-295, black ice on I-295, the need for more multi-family
housing, our addiction to cars, the impacts of storm water runoff, the need for more state dollars
for transportation investments. One comment inquired into the town-to-town analyses that were
done. Running the Destination Tomorrow video more frequently on public access television
was mentioned.
Part 3 – Paraphrasing of Individual Comments
The following suggestions, comments and questions are from written submissions or from notes
taken by staff at public forums and other outreach meetings and presentations.
Passenger (Public) Transportation
 Annual statewide subsidy of one-half to three-quarters of a million for transit is woefully
inadequate.
 If there is not enough money to maintain the transit system, why not use gas tax revenues for
it. [This use is constitutionally prohibited.]
 Issue Paper #9, “The First Six-years” lists only $6 million for passenger transportation. That
is too low an amount.
 Reallocate future transportation funding to include at least 30% for transit.
 Raise the gas tax and use the additional revenue to fund transit investments.
 [I am] “extremely disappointed in how little research and how low a priority public transit
alternatives have been given”
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 [We should] “… satisfy most of the future additional transportation demand with new transit
alternatives.”
 “I strongly recommend that a detailed and specific public transit plan be developed and
incorporated in the Destination Tomorrow report.”
 We need more intermodal connections.
 We need to get autos off the road … to do this we need a “public transit system that people
will use and will want to use.”
 Portland is the only town/city with an adequate transit system. Increase the frequency and
time of service similar to that of METRO’s FAST service. Make the bus schedules easier to
understand.
 Our public transportation system should be regionally expanded.
 Perhaps smaller buses could be used to increase bus frequency and routes.
 The Plan should consider bringing back trolleys. “People ride buses because they have to,
people ride trolleys because they want to.”
 Need an intra-mall shuttle bus for Maine Mall.
 We need greater frequency of bus service and bus routes including suburban towns. More
choices for the transit dependent.
 The Portland Peninsula needs a rapid transit system. The location of Portland Transportation
Center (Sewall Street) is too remote.
 Bus service should be more frequent and on more routes.
 More east-west public transit is needed. Bus service to Gorham does not go far enough west.
 The Plan has good public transit ideas. I am a non-car owner.
 Do coastal [suburban] towns like Falmouth and Cumberland really want public
transportation?
 Should METRO and the South Portland bus services be consolidated?
 The bus systems should be consolidated.
 ZOOM and Portland’s transit services need to be consolidated.
 Destination Tomorrow should suggest the merging of bus services.
 Transit systems need to be consolidated.
 The bus system must be regionalized.
 Transit providers should be consolidated.
 The Plan is weak on public transportation.
 Destination Tomorrow needs to include additional forecasts of regional transportation
conditions if a strong public transit system was developed.
 I “urge that expanded comprehensive planning of a transit-based set of solutions be included”
in the PACTS agenda and Plan to augment the positive steps that PACTS has already taken
in the Plan for public transportation.
 “Public transportation do[es] not work and will never work to solve Greater Portland’s
transportation problems. Public transportation sounds great and is pushed by special interests
as the solution but beyond the hype, people will not use it.
 Transit is not a great option for us.
 Bus service to Windham will fail, just like it did in 1983.
 Likes the transit ideas in the Plan.
 Transit is not affordable for Gorham.
 Healthy skepticism about feasibility of transit in Cape Elizabeth.
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 Skeptical about transit subsidies for suburban towns.
 Waiting for a bus on Brighton Ave is unsafe. The public transit is out of date.
 The Plan is mostly a “road project,” its only mention of public transportation is for commuter
buses.
 The various potential options for the passenger transportation system detailed in the Plan
should be “fully considered and weighed against the broader costs of other options.”
 There needs to be signage at every bus stop, and benches too with at least partial enclosures
at all supermarket stops.
 A “very controlled experiment” with taxis, mini-vans or mini-buses instead of regular buses
should be done.
 Information at the data terminals is not in real time. Display monitors are needed at the Pulse
and at CBITD. The Pulse would serve riders better if it were located at CBITD and were
converted into a linear hub as opposed to the partial hub at the Pulse.
Roads
 Grade separation at the “overlap” in South Gorham (Routes 22 & 114) is a viable option.
 Build a new road on the old Mountain Division rail line.
 Maine DOT urges PACTS to “keep the door open to any and all possible solutions to the
congestion and safety issues affecting the I-295 corridor.”
 Like toll road concept [between South Portland and Gorham].
 Greater Portland’s roads and traffic are a nightmare. “Basically, I feel that there isn’t enough
work and construction being done to address traffic needs.” (Most of this person’s specific
comments about locations were focused on Portland.)
 The Plan does not address either Ocean Gate of the I-295 Connector.
 “Public transportation sounds good, but requires great subsidy and is no excuse for not
building roads that should have been built 40 years ago … great for Portland which has a
modern roadway, but not for Gorham and points west which need new roads.”
 Route 302 traffic flows fairly smoothly between the Portland/Westbrook line and downtown
north Windham. There should not be curb cuts allowed directly onto 302 anymore – they
create too dangerous a situation.
 Morrill’s Corner is horrendous. Prohibiting certain left-turn movements would greatly
enhance the functioning of the intersection.
 Why not use more rotaries to control traffic problems at intersections?
 Is anyone looking at traffic in Windham? Traffic in Windham can be as bad or worse as
traffic in Portland.
 Portland’s arterials are clogged; we are faced with tough transportation decisions.
 Greater interstate access in needed in Cumberland.
 Addressing traffic bottlenecks should be a priority.
 Greater street interconnectivity is needed.
 We should avoid building new roads.
 Use [some] PACTS funds as a means of encouraging neighborhood street design that
promotes interconnections for local traffic but that discourages cut-through traffic.
 The Philbrook Road, Maine Mall Road intersection [near Chillis] is dangerous. There needs
to be more signage to direct drivers to I-95, I-295 and to local access.
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East-West Travel
 East-west roads that circumnavigate Gorham and Standish villages are needed.
 We’re choking on air pollution from slow-moving east-west traffic. We need an east-west
connection.
 Any roadway building/widening project that facilitates towns to the west becoming bedroom
communities to Portland should be discouraged.
 Brighton Ave [where I live] is badly congested. East-west travel is poor.
 We need not one but two east-west highways.
 The Gorham Bypass is sorely needed. It is unfortunate that some people will be negatively
affected by a bypass, “but this is necessary for the benefit of a large number of residents from
numerous communities.”
 Greater east-west access west of Portland is needed.
 Do we need two Gorham bypasses?
 We need a Gorham bypass.
 Frustration over the length of time for development of the Gorham bypass.
 Will it take another 41 years for a Gorham Bypass to be built?
 Need a new road to Gorham and one to Windham.
 The Plan appears to favor taxpayer supported mobility improvements over those that would
be funded through a toll or user-pay system. This policy seems to run counter to the first two
of Maine’ Smart Growth Principles. In addition, this policy may not be in complete keeping
with the STPA [Sensible Transportation Policy Act]; such a flaw would likely result in a
costly and time-consuming battle. The Plan should study all alternatives in keeping with the
STPA. Maine DOT supports the PACTS position of allowing for future study of a toll road
between South Portland and Gorham should other alternatives fail to alleviate problems of
congestion. [These comments are focused on the conceptual toll road between South
Portland and Gorham.]
Planning
 Transportation planning [in general] has too short-term a focus.
 In addition to be reactive to current needs, the Plan should also be proactive in attempting to
shape how our transportation system will look and function in the future.
 I recommend that PACTS, in its planning activities, “be fully mindful of, and coordinated
with, transportation systems from Brunswick south to at least Wells … and perhaps
Portsmouth.”
 The area’s modest population base and a “road system that is at or above capacity represent a
real problem for Portland.” The modest population base “is a constraint for mass transit
development.” Expanding the road system to alleviate congestion may actually increase
traffic and make Portland become “vehicle habitat rather than a people-scaled and people
friendly place.”
 Destination Tomorrow should go beyond its advocating for regionalism and ask for “direct
regional control.”
 The Plan has done well in considering transportation in the towns surrounding Portland but
has done virtually nothing for transportation in Portland.
 Destination Tomorrow “appropriately focuses on themes of measures to improve the overall
level of mobility and service within the area.”
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 A Great American Neighborhood in Cumberland is worth investigating.

Land Use
 Maine DOT “urges that PACTS communities conduct a self-evaluation to identify and
ultimately revise existing land use policies that directly or indirectly contribute to sprawl.
 The Plan does not adequately consider quality of life. Development like Falmouth Crossing
is more compact but we don’t want to be so close together.
 Plan should include more investment in public transportation and affordable, walkable
compact neighborhoods.
 Use targeted investment strategies to help in the coordination of land use planning decisions
and transportation investments.
 Provide advice and technical assistance to communities for the designation of growth areas
with respect to arterials and major collectors.
 Master plans for areas should include recommendations for land use and the siting of
facilities and development, particularly with respect to the existing roadway system.
 The Plan should “support more efficient land use patterns.”
 Heavily traveled residential streets such as Brighton Avenue are splitting neighborhoods.
 Most development should occur as dense, mixed-use development.
 Maine DOT “strongly encourages” PACTS to pursue the development of its proposal to
develop a land use/transportation investment policy.
 The Plan should more assertively address the transportation land use connection.
 The Plan represents the best attempt to date to link the independent processes of
transportation and land use planning.
Process
 Maine DOT urges that the Plan’s 84 strategies be prioritized, and that implementation
priorities be established.
 Independent Transit Network (ITN) should be added to the Plan.
 The Plan should be bolder in its proposals.
 How come there are no PACTS committee members present? They should be present at
these public forums.
 The Plan should be presented to municipal planning boards.
 Since the same consultant [Wilbur Smith Associates] is working on the Plan and the
Peninsula Traffic Study, why isn’t there better coordination between the two?
 You [the developers of the Plan] are going too fast with the Plan. You need to slow down.
You don’t have enough money.
 The Maine DOT expresses its overall support and appreciation to PACTS for Destination
Tomorrow recognizing the Herculean effort that it took and the recognition by the PACTS
communities of their interdependence.
Passenger Rail and Freight Rail
 Light rail from Portland to points west has “great utility.”
 The Plan should do more for getting rail from the south.
 Freight movement is important to the health of the region.
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 The Plan describes appropriate support and proposal for improving and expanding passenger
rail services and rail freight services.
 I am “skeptical about Maine’s ability to justify extending passenger rail north of Portland”.
Parking
 Surface parking [in Portland] should be eliminated or consolidated.
 Parking is a real problem in Portland. We are drawing in more cars but there is no place for
them to park. We need to get people out of their cars and into public transportation.
 Tax parking on the Peninsula and in downtown Portland. Reduce the demand for parking.
 Parking in Portland is a problem.
 Park-n-ride lots are a good idea.
Turnpike Toll Barrier
 Like a toll-free area on the Turnpike.
 Will a toll-free zone on the Turnpike really divert much traffic from I-295?
 Toll barrier idea would be bad for Scarborough.
Bicycles and Pedestrians
 Glad to see that pedestrian and bicycle enhancements are included in Plan.
 Have more paved shoulders for bicycles.
 Bicyclists do not belong on roadway shoulders; they belong on roadways – roadways that
need to be wider to accommodate them.
 Bicycling should be improved. Some roads could be pedestrian-only roadways.
Other
 The Plan should include safety issues for elderly drivers, and consider alternative
transportation perspectives for the elderly who no longer drive.
 Pedestrian crossings are dangerous because cars do not yield to pedestrians.
 Did the Plan analyze traffic flows between towns?
 The Plan promotes sprawl.
 We are addicted to cars.
 The Plan needs more state dollars.
 Sprawl is a political word that the Plan should not use.
 Tough to keep the speed down on I-295.
 Expanding the road system also increases the amount of impervious surface that adds to the
problem of non-point source pollution.
 We need more multi-family housing.
 “Air emissions from transportation are the primary source of air impacts in our region.”
 A multi-town school bus system should be studied.
 Should additional tolling strategies and roads be considered?
 Can the Turnpike implement electronic speed enforcement?
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Part 4 – Breakout Session Summary from Regional Transportation Forum, October 2005
A regional transportation forum was held in the Town of Scarborough on 27 October 2005. The
forum was hosted by PACTS, the Maine Department of Transportation (Maine DOT), the
Greater Portland Council of Governments (GPCOG), the Southern Maine Regional Planning
Commission (SMRPC), the Kittery Area Comprehensive Transportation Study (KACTS) and the
Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA)
Breakout Session Summaries
The following breakout session summaries are based on feedback responses from people
attending the Scarborough Regional Transportation Forum and are grouped based on guidance
questions asked by Maine DOT.
Transportation Needs Session
Questions used to facilitate discussion:
1) If you had $100 for transportation needs, how would you invest it?
-Highway/Bridge
-Aviation
-Rail
-Transit
-Bicycle/Pedestrian
-Communication
Public comments below are followed by abbreviation that advocates a particular mode:
Highway/Bridge (HB); Aviation (AV); Rail (RA); Transit (TR); Bicycle/Pedestrian (BP);
Communication (CO); Advocacy for a balanced approach to modal investment (BA) or a
comment on modal investments (OT).










Highway and bridge critical, roads are dangerous including shoulders and potholes (HB)
Incorporate bike and pedestrian facilities into highway projects (BP)
Expand transit and bike facilities (TR, BP)
Bikes don’t provide any funding to system as far as taxes. Consider bike registration fees.
(HB)
Transit service is important, particularly for people that are transit dependent including
people with disabilities (TR)
Transportation needs depend on perspective. For this reason there needs to be balance.
Transit important for some stakeholders that need to get from rural areas to service areas.
(TR, BA)
York County is the gateway to the state. We have the largest volume of traffic. Highway
funding very important in this region, because it has impacts on the rest of the state. (HB)
Transit in most areas is not easy because population density is not there, so highway/bridge
investment is most important. (HB)
York county needs more bike and trail use including development of Eastern Trail (BP)
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 Invest in transit if it would help decrease highway trips (BA)
 Invest in rail/water/trails for tourism (RA, MA, BP, BA)
 Utilize marine highway. This does not increase congestion. Harbor crafts not controlling
sprawl will increase congestion. (BA)
 Instead of Gorham bypass, invest in transit. Building new parking garages encourages cars
and not transit. (BA)
 Invest in carpools/vanpools. (BA)
 Highway funding is not sustainable. (OT)
 Bridges have not been maintained. Now all money goes to bridges. Maine DOT is always in
crisis mode. Don’t have highway/bridge under control. (OT)
 Why not spend funds from highway on passenger? —getting cars off the road to decrease
congestion. (TR)
 Promote passenger services because we can’t build our way out, and if less people are off the
roads, we won’t need as many highway repairs. (TR)
 People who are transit dependent need to have more choices. (TR)
 Need education for passenger services (CO, TR)
 Highway is top priority. (HB)
 Aviation is important but highway is number 1. Bike/pedestrian is bottom of list. (HB, AV)
 What about the marine highway? (MA)
 Bike/pedestrian and communication also important…should be seamless to the public (BP,
CO)
 What about investing all funds into one mode and do it well? Funds are diluted the way it is
done now. (OT)
2) Prioritize these 5 investment strategies:
-System Preservation
-System Modernization
-System and Transportation Demand Management
-Investment in all modes
-New Capacity
Public comments below are followed by abbreviation that advocates a particular
investment strategy: System Preservation (SP); System Modernization (SM); System and
Transportation Demand Management (STDM); Investment in all modes (BA); New
Capacity (NC) or Comment/criticism of investment strategy (OT).
 Move “System and Transportation Demand Management” up in list of investment strategies.
“System and Transportation Demand Management” are really part of “System Preservation”
and “System Modernization”. (STDM, OT)
 Need Regional Transportation Authority to handle “system management” and improve use of
all modes including transit. Need to look at big picture. (STDM)
 System modernization is important. Example is that there are too many accidents in Gorham.
(SM)
 Need to focus on preserving/supporting capacity and less on building new capacity. (SP)
 Keep “new capacity” at bottom of list. (OT)
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 Consider the funding shortfall. Preserve the system, no new capacity. (SP)
 New capacity creates more congestion and encourages sprawl, use what we have for
sustainable growth. (SP, OT)
 Create urban areas with needs met to those who live there. (OT)
 Control the asset. Only invest in what you have. (OT)
 Instead of asking where do we want to be in 20 years, ask what can we afford? Can we live
under a restrained budget? (OT)
 Need to look at taxes and return to community—not enough is coming back to towns. (OT)
 Use resources to support what we have. Bike/Pedestrian investments create livable
communities and improve quality of life. (OT)
 Preservation of pavement on built roads (SP)
 Should we look at traffic commutes to preserve roads? (SP, OT)
 Need to look at new capacity for highways. Maine is growing. (NC)
 System management is important. (STDM)
 Need to invest in highway system modernization, but can we spend wisely (save money)
(SM)
 Can’t get around the state efficiently (SM, OT)
 Process is problem. State policies/processes cause increases in cost. Public process is
costing money. (SM, OT)
 Too much planning…costs more to do plans than a project costs. (SM, OT)
 Environmental process is costing too much. (SM, OT)
 Communication and coordination between different groups important. (SM, OT)
 Integration of services is important. Balance w/ planning and making decisions needed. (SM,
OT)
 System management needs to happen first. (SM)
LAND USE & TRANSPORTATION SESSION
Questions Used to Guide Group:
1) How much planning and zoning is acceptable to protect the transportation system?
Public Comments below are followed by abbreviation that advocates a particular theme:
Education/Communication (ED); Approach/Process (AP); Enforcement (EN); Technical
Assistance or Resource Provisions (TA) or Other Comments (OT).
 There is an assumption that Maine “DOT will take care of it.” (AP)
 Towns desire more property tax revenue and are usually not adequately aware of the
transportation costs. (ED)
 Planning and zoning are not currently meeting our transportation needs. Development (even
when planned) often precedes transportation planning. (AP)
 Arterials are turning into streets. (ED, EN)
 There is a tension between land use and business opportunities that degrades our
transportation systems. (ED, AP)
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2) Are there specific corridors on which land use should focus to enhance safety and mobility?
Groups did not address this question specifically. Groups tended to provide general
recommendations and observations rather than highlighting specific corridors.
3) What can we do to make this happen?
Public Comments below are followed by abbreviation that advocates a particular theme:
Education/Communication (ED); Approach/Process (AP); Enforcement (EN); Technical
Assistance or Resource Provisions (TA) or Other Comments (OT).
 Existing laws and regulations are inadequate. The access management program and the
Traffic Movement Permit were both cited as being ineffective in accomplishing their
purpose. Access management described as “rubber stamp” process, and Traffic Movement
Permit is more than “ data and engineering” and level of service. (AP, EN)
 Investments that Maine DOT currently makes in land use/corridor planning are a good
investment (small towns especially don’t have resources/technical capacity). Not much
money invested in land use even though it is important. Transportation/Land use connection
is real (TA)
 Maine DOT’s management style has usually been crisis management and not pro-active
planning. Recent events like the Waldo-Hancock Bridge reinforce this public opinion. (AP)
 DOT leadership need planning discipline (cultural shift) (AP)
 Help towns understand other land use alternatives. (ED)
 Send message that “uncontrollable development is not inevitable.” (AP)
 Continue investment in land use/corridor planning and technical assistance. (TA)
 Improve access management enforcement and compliance. (EN)
 Limit access on any new bypasses to avoid future congestion. (EN)
 Use Regional Approach (like Gateway and corridor committees). (AP)
 Approach corridor planning like master plans. (AP)
 Increase outreach and discussion opportunities for stakeholders. (AP, ED)
 Communicate early. (AP, ED)
 Emphasize local benefits. (AP, ED)
 Help influence transit-oriented development instead of traditional highways in
urban/urbanizing areas. (AP, TA)
 Develop strong state/regional/local partnership (AP)
 Create Access Management Brochure. (ED)
 Develop DOT “Who’s Who” in order to help towns/public more effectively communicate
with Maine DOT. (ED)
 Organize educational workshops for towns (local tools that help towns protect highways like
access management) (ED)
 Find out how to develop process where developer talks to DOT and local town early and at
the same time when applying for permit. (AP)
 Develop parking policy that discourages individual commute. (AP)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & TRANSPORTATION SESSION
Questions Used to Guide Discussion:
1) What do you think are the key economic development opportunities for the region over the
next 20 years?
Public comments below are followed by abbreviations that advocate a specific approach to
economic development: Business Sector Growth Opportunities (BS); Demographic Sector
Needs (DS); Infrastructure Opportunities (IN) or Opportunities to Sell Quality of Life
(QOL).
























Health care (BS)
Senior Living (BS, DS)
Internet-based businesses (BS)
Precision manufacturing (BS)
Tourism (BS)
Niche markets (e.g. Woodworking, composites) (BS)
Education (BS)
Research and Development (BS)
Biotechnology (BS)
Retail (BS) (BS)
Agriculture (BS)
Elderly/Retiree Needs (DS)
Student Needs (DS)
Workforce development through educational access (DS)
Disability Needs (DS)
Further development of port of Kittery/Portsmouth (IN)
Maritime Construction (IN)
Marine Highway (IN)
Brunswick Naval Air Station (IN)
Sell rural nature/character (QOL)
Sell Safety (QOL)
Sell Open Spaces (QOL)
Sell Good Environment (QOL)

2) What markets do we want to reach to realize those opportunities?
Public comments below are followed by abbreviations that advocate a specific approach to
economic development: Internal (IN); External (EX) or Demographic (DE).
 Maine as port of entry (e.g. Alternative to NY or Boston which are too congested) (IN, EX)
 Educational opportunities in college system (e.g. Colby, Bates, Bowdoin, Maine University
System and alumni) (IN)
 Tap Northeast US markets (EX)
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Tap European markets (EX)
Look to Ireland as model (EX)
Student market (DE)
Elderly market (DE)
Tap New-Traditional markets (e.g. Disabled) (DE)

3) What investments do we need to make to the transportation system to realize those
opportunities?
Public comments below are followed by abbreviations that advocate a specific modal
investment: Roads (HB); Aviation (AV); Rail (RA); Marine (MA); Bike/Pedestrian
(BK/PD) and Other (OT)
 Build roads to modern standards, improves economic efficiency (HB)
 Invest in passenger and rail freight improvements (there is an opportunity to get more freight
off the roads) (RA)
 Purchase private railroads (RA)
 Brunswick Naval Air Station as new airport (AV)
 Attract more air carriers to Maine to use as a hub (AV)
 Develop more air freight opportunities (AV)
 Need more accommodations, paved shoulders, off road trails and stop subsidizing parking
facilities (BP/OT)

TRANSPORTATION FUNDING
Questions Used to Guide Discussion:
1) Do you agree that there is a long-term threat to motor vehicle fuel tax revenue?
 Full agreement that fuel tax revenue is not sustainable—it is a long-term threat
 There are limited fuel source supplies
2) Of the funding alternatives identified today (below), which are the most acceptable to
you?
 Exploration of mileage-based fees
 Tolling should apply to new projects that increase convenience “convenience fee”, because it
could have a negative system impact.
 Tolls should be considered for new capacity or new locations.
 Explore excise tax on vehicle and surcharge for annual miles driven, (indexed by miles
driven?) acknowledging it that it is a political “hot topic”
 Raise gas taxes
 Replace gallon-based fuel tax with a % tax (combination gallon and sales tax)
 Impact fees, development impact fees (need to expand use beyond big box and apply to lot
by lot impacts)
 Local option tax
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 Private partnerships (adverse impact mitigation costs)
 Allocate more general fund money to highway fund system for transportation system needs
(because of wide benefit—not just transportation benefit)
 Move gas tax collection from retail to wholesale point of purchase
 Room and board/hotel tax-dedicated to transportation system
 Encourage private investment in transit-employers encourage use-subsidize-free service
 Bonds are critical for all modes
 Explore privatizing
 Heavy vehicle tax
 Vehicle rental tax
 Property tax
 Differential pricing
 Income tax percentage allocated to transportation
 What is level of Maine fuel tax versus other states? (Educational piece)
 Tax on vehicle repair/parts
 Endowments/investments
 Tolls on other state roads
3) Should the Department base its long-range plans/programs on projected resources
based on today’s funding model or should the Department pursue a funding model that will meet
projected needs?
Public comments below are followed by abbreviations that advocate a specific way of
looking a improving the financial picture: Approach/Process (AP);
Education/Communication (ED); Equity is major consideration (EQ);
 Need a funding balance—there is no silver bullet (AP, EQ)
 Should be diversity in budget and it should be intermodal. In future should not depend so
heavily on one source (fuel tax) (AP)
 Consider non-traditional fees (bikes, parking, etc,) (AP)
 Plan with new notion of new/additional income (AP)
 Need detailed numbers and trend information of highway fund revenues (ED)
 Need to do a better job educating the public regarding fuel tax and transportation funding
(ED)
 In future need to look at what happens with other budgets (state expenditures). Cannot
operate in a vacuum. (AP)
 Development should take on larger burden of transportation impacts (including alternative
mode investment) (AP)
 Maine Turnpike Authority can take pressure off other roads in Cumberland County
 Tolls need to be equitable system of collection (EQ)
 User fees: people should be paying for what they use (EQ)
 Learn from European model-connected modes (EQ)
 Financing that discourages sprawl
 Tolls should be part of solution (need electronic collection system)
 Trucks have a higher impact on transportation system (ED)
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 There is a trend in less state and federal support to municipalities (ED)
 Transportation system is more than transportation “benefit”. System moves freight, people,
tourists, etc, (ED)
 General population does not know about highway funding trends or needs (ED)
 Average motorist does not pay attention to what the fuel tax is (ED)
 Maine Turnpike Authority not currently equitable for motorists from some parts of system
(EQ)
 Americans love their cars (ED)
 Freight is rapidly growing especially on highways (means increased damages) (ED)
 Current financing contributing to sprawl (ED)
 Tolling is more prevalent in other states (ED)
 If roads are well maintained and convenient, people don’t mind paying tolls (ED)
 Gas tax is equitable (EQ)
In addition, individuals attending the forum made the following comments.
 What is Maine DOT willing to do for this region? David Cole—third of the population near
metro Portland. Major project right now is establishing the 295 connector, which will help
the working waterfront and freight system. With Ocean Gate we have broken ground. Think
that Rail service to high-speed ferry is a new initiative to look at.
 How are state agencies like the State Planning Office supposed to take a lead in
regionalization (Response to Jon Carter reaction)? Jon Carter-Testified in front of legislative
committee advocating regional comprehensive planning, instead of municipal planning, but
reaction from state was “that sounds great, but it won’t work.” State Planning Office is not
really advocating regional planning.
 When thinking about this region it is important to realize that York County is not really the
same as Cumberland County and southern York County—Kittery, Eliot, York and South
Berwick is really a different region (more part of Portsmouth, NH). David Cole agreed and
discussed how urbanization is continuing. Gave example of Sanford. Portland and Boston
metro areas may converge sometime.
 Arterial public works projects like Route 109 have been on drawing board for 8-10 years.
We are wasting time. How are we going to fund these things with new earmarking trends?
 We are exacerbating our situation, because we are not sticking to planning process. We can’t
plan forever, and process things. We can’t have ongoing discussions go on forever, every
time. One example is that we need to streamline environmental process.
 From a legislative point of view, legislature is dealing with many priorities (school funding,
Dirigo, social services, etc,). What this group needs to say to the state is “don’t throw the
baby out with the bathwater.” Every time a new idea enters legislature we need to remember
that we have limited financial resources. We need to stick to the basics like transportation.
Brad Moulton-corridor planning—sobering side of this—deal with priorities—100 million
for school funding or for Dirigo or Social Services, coming a little short. There is an
expectation on local level, that Augusta will set a tone for the rest of us, but stronger voice
needed at local and regional level. Corridor committees like 109 and 236 are heading in right
direction.
 The government needs to think more privately—and there needs to be less planning. How do
we get it on the fast track?
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 I am not opposed to user fees as long as the fees are used where they are supposed to be—too
often (especially federal government) dips and used for other purposes.
 How much of an increase on gas tax is needed to pay for the shortfall? A penny, two
pennies? Maine DOT did not have this information available.
 How reliable is gas tax?
 Cost of road one million to three million was questioned. The cost of product, labor, etc. has
not gone up three times. Maine DOT needs to do some investigation on where they are
getting overcharged. David Cole-cost of road began with “easy” projects in rural areas. Now
starting more projects in more urban settings. Representive Klough-Spell that out and
change presentation. Greg Nadeau- agreed that more urban settings: (Gorham Bypass, ROW
acquisition.) Other factors include new real estate values, construction inflation 5-6% a year
and super inflation caused by new energy crisis.
 Systems are the most important. Need to take look at system management.
 The earmarking process is disincentive to regionalization.
 Why can’t state purchase asphalt and other materials at cheaper rate, each town getting its
own equipment. David Cole/Greg Nadeau- We have local roads center which is developing
a strategic plan to create more opportunities for sharing costs—getting more aggressive, salt,
asphalt, fuel.
Part 5 – Letters of Comment Received
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Part 6 – Plan Summary (2003) and Nine Issue Papers (2003)
There is also a Plan Summary for the 2006 Plan. The 2006 Plan Summary was published after
this Plan and is therefore not included with this Plan.
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